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S
urface acoustic waves (SAWs) are surface-conﬁned elastic
oscillations that take place in a semi-inﬁnite solid and are of
great interest because of their high sensitivity to the mechanical
properties of the material in which they propagate. Their
penetration depth corresponds to a fraction of the wavelength
of excitation, making SAWs an appealing tool for studying the
properties of thin ﬁlms, including interface properties and the
mechanical response of nanostructures deposited on, or em-
bedded within, the surface.
1,2 Studying nanostructured samples
of ever decreasing size requires generating and detecting highly
surface-conﬁned SAWs with correspondingly short wavelengths.
A surface phononic crystal (SPC, a periodic array of nanostruc-
tures patterned on an optically transparent or semitransparent
substrate) can be impulsively excited with an ultrashort laser
pulse, launching a pseudosurface acoustic wave (pseudo-SAW)
with wavelength limited only by the resolution of the pattern
fabrication technique.
3 5 Upon nanopatterning the surface of
a substrate to obtain a SPC, the SAW typical of a semi-inﬁnite
solid evolves into a pseudo-SAW, an acoustic wave partially
localized on the nanostructures and radiating mechanical energy
intothesubstrateduetothescatteringintroducedbytheperiodic
overlayer.
6
Accurate modeling of the frequency and lifetime of the result-
ingopticallyexcitedpseudo-SAWswithoutusingfreeparameters
is critical in view of applications. For example, nondestructive
photoacoustic “high frequency sonar” testing of nanoelectro-
nics,
7 modulation of photonic structures for photovoltaic appli-
cations,high-resolutionacousticimagingofnanodevicesorliving
cells for nanomedicine purposes,
8 and application of pseudo-
SAW modes for future SPC mass sensor devices operating in the
hypersonic range
9 will all rely on the knowledge of the acoustic
wave propagation and dissipation in complex nanostructures.
This Letter presents the ﬁrst complete ab initio analysis of the
dynamics involved in the ultrafast optical excitation of pseudo-
SAWs in hypersonic SPCs. The proposed scheme allows access
to the excited pseudo-SAWs frequency and lifetime, and theore-
tical predictions are positively benchmarked against time-re-
solved optical diﬀraction measurements.
Numerous studies have described the mechanical properties
and optical excitation of surface acoustic waves on SPCs.
3,10,11
These studies have made it clear that when a SPC is excited by a
short-pulse laser, the observed perturbation is predominantly a
collective excitation across the structure, as opposed to exciting
the eigenmodes of the individual nanostructures.
5,12,13 The cha-
racter of these surface oscillations has been recently formally
addressedinthestaticcaseintermsofpseudo-SAWsolutions.
6,14
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ABSTRACT: High-frequency surface acoustic waves can be
generated by ultrafast laser excitation of nanoscale patterned
surfaces. Here we study this phenomenon in the hypersonic
frequency limit. By modeling the thermomechanics from ﬁrst-
principles,wecalculatethesystem’sinitialheat-drivenimpulsive
response and follow its time evolution. A scheme is introduced
to quantitatively access frequencies and lifetimes of the compo-
site system’s excited eigenmodes. A spectral decomposition of
the calculated response on the eigemodes of the system reveals
asymmetric resonances that result from the coupling between surface and bulk acoustic modes. This ﬁnding allows evaluation of
impulsivelyexcitedpseudosurfaceacousticwavefrequenciesandlifetimesandexpandsourunderstandingofthescatteringofsurface
waves in mesoscale metamaterials. The model is successfully benchmarked against time-resolved optical diﬀraction measurements
performed on one-dimensional and two-dimensional surface phononic crystals, probed using light at extreme ultraviolet and near-
infrared wavelengths.
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However an exhaustive ab initio analysis of the dynamics fol-
lowing ultrafast optical excitation of hypersonic SPCs is still
lacking, as is any scheme allowing access to the excited eigen-
modes’ frequencies and lifetimes.
In this paper, the thermomechanics of impulsive SPC excita-
tion is modeled from ﬁrst-principles, calculating both the initial
heat-drivendisplacementanditstimeevolution.Spectralanalysis
of the dynamics reveals the surface phononic crystal’s eigen-
modes, which are shown to exhibit Fano-type resonance spectral
proﬁles that result from the coupling between surface and bulk
acoustic modes. This model makes it possible to resolve which
eigenmodes are impulsively excited (primarily pseudo-SAWs)
and their lifetimes. Our continuum model also provides a solid
base for the simple ﬁt models used previously to interpret
time-resolved reﬂectivity measurements. To test our model, we
perform time-resolved optical diﬀraction measurements in both
one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) surface pho-
nonic crystals, using very diﬀerent material combinations and
probing wavelengths.
Time Scales of Thermomechanics. Our experiment and
theory are first performed in a 1D-SPC geometry, consisting of
periodic nickel stripes deposited on a sapphire substrate. As
shown in Figure 1, the basic idea behind a time-resolved diffrac-
tion (TRD) experiment is the following: an intense laser pump
pulse,focusedon anarea Aofthe surface, impulsivelydeliversan
energy δU within the light penetration depth Λ, the energy
densitybeingpeakedwithinthemetallicnanostructures.Starting
from this instant, the physics is best pictured by a three-step
sequence.
15 In the first step, the ultrashort laser pulse heats the
electron gas in the metallic nanostructures (subpicosecond time
scale). In the second step, the hot electron gas thermalizes with
the nanostructures’ lattice (picosecond time scale). In the third
step,thelocaltemperatureincreaseδTisresponsibleforasudden
lattice expansion through the thermal expansion coefficient α.
At this point, (a) the impulsive expansion of the periodic nano-
structures, mechanically coupled to the substrate, causes a spa-
tially modulated stress on the surface of the substrate, and
launches a pseudo-SAW of wavelength λ matching the phononic
crystal’s periodicity; (b) the nanostructures thermalize with the
substrate (subnanosecond and nanosecond time scale). This
three-step sequence repeats itself upon arrival of a new laser
pulse each 1/frep seconds, where frep is the laser repetition rate.
Thedynamicsofthephononiccrystalarefollowedbymonitoring
the relative diffracted intensity variation of a delayed laser probe
pulse as measured on the first order of diffraction, ΔI1d/I1d. The
signalismodulatedbythenanostructures’formfactorvariationin
time.
4,13,16
WeconsideranSPCinwhichthenickelstripeshavewidthd=
250 nm and height h = 20 nm, whereas the grating period is λ =
1058 nm, thus giving a ﬁlling fraction f = d/λ ∼ 0.24, as pictured
in Figure 2. The laser source adopted to investigate the 1D-SPC
is an ultrafast Ti/sapphire oscillator-ampliﬁer system generating
25 fs pulses at frep = 2 kHz, 2 mJ per pulse, 800 nm central
wavelength, pump beam spatial extension at full width at half-
maximum(fwhm)dpump=700μm.Thepumppulseisat800nm
wavelength, whereas theprobebeam isinthe extremeultraviolet
(EUV), obtained by high harmonic generation (HHG) in an Ar
gas-ﬁlled waveguide driven by a portion of the original 800 nm
pulse. Further details can be found in Siemens et al.
5,17
Heat-Driven Impulsive Displacement. The thermal dy-
namics is accounted for starting from the laser parameters, the
Ni and Al2O3 optical constants,
18 the electronic and lattice
specific heats,
19 the electron phonon coupling in the nano-
structure, and the thermal boundary resistivity between the two
materials.
13,17 The physics entailed in the first two time steps is
formalizedintermsofthetwo-temperaturemodelandaKapitza-
like boundary condition. At this stage, the temperature of the
sapphire substrate Tsapph remains substantially unaltered. The
time evolution of the electron Tel and phonon Tph temperatures
of the metallic stripes is thus calculated. The maximum lattice
temperatureinthenanostructuresisreachedatatimedelayt0=4ps
atwhichtimetheelectrongashaseffectivelythermalizedwiththe
lattice. From this instant, the thermodynamical temperature of
the nanostripes is defined, and it is higher than Tsapph.
15 The
impulsive temperature mismatch δT = Tph   Tsapph ∼ 60 K
Figure 1. Time-line ofthe thermomechanics triggered by ultrafast laser
pulses in SPCs. Upon absorption of the laser pump pulse the nanos-
tructures’ electrons and phonons thermalize, reaching mutual tem-
perature equilibrium on the subpicosecond to picosecond time scale.
Subsequently, on the few picosecond time scale, the nanostructures’
thermalexpansionlaunchespseudo-SAWsintheSPC.Boththermaland
mechanical relaxation to the substrate take place on the nanosecond
time scale.
Figure 2. SEM image and schematic diagram of a 1D surface phononic
crystal. (a) Isotropic nickel stripes of width d = 250 nm and height h =
20 nm are deposited on a sapphire substrate. The grating has period λ =
1058 nm. (b) The top 2 μm portion of the 1D simulation unit cell is
reported.Thecellgeometryisdividedinthreepartsforastraightforward
evaluation of the SAW-likeness coeﬃcient: Ni stripe, sapphire sub-
strate’s top region of depth λ, and sapphire bulk.4128 dx.doi.org/10.1021/nl201863n |Nano Lett. 2011, 11, 4126–4133
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triggers a nonequilibrium expansion of the nanostripes. The
expansion is governed by δx/x = α*δT ∼ 5   10
 4, where x
refers to both the nanostructure’s width d and height h, and α*i s
the effective thermal expansion coefficient of the Ni-sapphire
system.
13 The corresponding total displacement profile u(r,t0)
of the expanded nanostripe at t0 is shown in Figure 3. The
displacement u(r,t0) and velocity _ u(r,t0) fields are taken as the
initial condition for the dynamics. The initial velocity field is
_ u(r,t0) = 0. In fact, the kinetic energy is null when the potential
energy is maximum, which occurs at t0 when the lattice thermal
expansionisatamaximum.Theacousticdynamicsisruledbythe
equation of motion for the composite system
∇3½cðrÞ : ∇u ¼FðrÞ€ u ð1Þ
whereF(r)andc(r)aretheposition-dependentmassdensityand
elastic stiffness tensor, respectively. A correction factor in the
modulus of the substrate’s elastic stiffness tensor cijmn is intro-
duced to account for the increased strain originating from the
lattice mismatch at the interface between different materials.
20
We model this in terms of a spring, whose effective elastic con-
stantincreaseswhenthesystemisinitiallystretchedduetolattice
mismatch. This correction factor thus depends on the phononic
crystal’s filling fraction. It is formalized in terms of a higher
Young’s modulus for the substrate (approximately+22% for 1D-
SPC, +19% for 2D-SPC), and translates to an increased effective
elastic stiffness tensor. The material properties for both the
sapphire substrate and nickel stripes are listed in Table 1.
The acoustic eigenvalue problem is analyzed via transient
ﬁnite element analysis. The simulation unit cell is illustrated in
Figure 2b. The entire nanostructured composite is reproduced
from the single unit cell. As required by the Bloch theorem, the
displacements u1 and u2 calculated on opposite sides of the cell
(see Figure 2b) are related by u1 = e
iKx,nλu2, where Kx,n = kx +
2πn/λ and kx ∈ ( π/λ, π/λ). The simulations are performed
with kx = 0, corresponding to the harmonics at the center of the
surface Brillouin zone, as dictated by the symmetry of the
experimental geometry. The displacement is ﬁxed to zero on
the bottom boundary and the height of the simulation cell is set
to 100 μm, 2 orders of magnitude greater than the system’s
periodicity, a required condition to achieve an adequate density
of states for the SPC.
6 Ar e ﬁned quadratic-ordered mesh is
chosen for accurate displacement calculations, considering the
size discrepancy between the nanostructure and the substrate.
Thecalculatedu(r,t)ispicturedinFigure3forincreasingtime
delays. The time-sequence shows a displacement ﬁeld conﬁned
withinadepthλfromthetopsapphire surface, whichpropagates
tothebottomofthesapphirecellastimepasses,ashighlightedby
the wave front in Figure 3b. The surface conﬁned portion of the
displacement ﬁeld is therefore slowly dimmed during the evolu-
tion. The TRD experiment is sensitive to the displacement ﬁeld
at the surface of the SPC (see Figure 3a). The displacement ﬁeld
amplitude at the surface is in the picometer range after 100 ps;
nevertheless it remains well detectable in actual experiments, as
will be shown further on. The damping of the ΔI1d/I1d signal
Figure 3. (a) Pseudo-SAW generation sequence and short-range temporal evolution. The proﬁle deformation and arrows in the simulation unit cell
correspond to the displacement ﬁeld. The color scales refer to the absolute total displacement. (b) Landscape view of the pseudo-SAW generation and
long-range temporal evolution.
Table1. MaterialPropertiesfor1Dand2DSurfacePhononic
Crystals: Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio σ, and mass
density F
18,20 22
E (GPa) σ F (kg/m
3)
1D-SPC
Ni stripes 219 0.31 8900
Al2O3 substrate 487 0.25 3980
2D-SPC
Al disks 70 0.33 2700
Si substrate 156 0.27 23304129 dx.doi.org/10.1021/nl201863n |Nano Lett. 2011, 11, 4126–4133
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recorded in experiments is due to the depletion of the surface
conﬁned energy into the far ﬁeld, as shown in Figure 3b. In
scattering terms, the near ﬁeld, surface-conﬁned solution of a
pure semi-inﬁnite slab, is scattered into the far ﬁeld by the
presence of the periodic grating. An analogy can be drawn with
the scattering of surface plasmons into the electromagnetic far
ﬁeld by means of a periodic surface grating.
Spectral Decomposition: Pseudo-SAW, Fano Resonances
andLifetimes.In order toidentify themodesthatare effectively
launched by the sudden expansion of the nanostructures, and
quantitatively evaluate the relaxation process determining the
oscillations’ lifetime, we first calculate the set of eigenmodes
{~ ui(r)} solutions of the acoustic eigenvalue problem in the SPC
geometry under investigation
∇3½cðrÞ : ∇~ uiðrÞ  ¼   FðrÞω2
i ~ uiðrÞð 2Þ
Spectral analysis of the time-dependent solution requires eigen-
vectors normalization. This is achieved defining
ui   Ai~ ui ð3Þ
where Ai is a normalization constant calculated from
Æuijujæ ¼ δij ð4Þ
The scalar product betweentwodisplacement fields is defined as
Æuijujæ  
C
M
Z
V
FðrÞuiðrÞ3ujðrÞdV ð5Þ
where M is the total phononic crystal mass, C is a unity constant
ofdimensions[m
 2],andVisthetotalphononiccrystalvolume.
The aboveorthonormalization andscalar product definitions are
formallycorrectinthattheacousticeigenvalueequationoutlined
ineq2belongstothesetofSturm-Liouvilleeigenvalueproblems.
Alternatively, the orthogonalization relation can be derived on a
physical basis starting from mechanical energy conservation.
23
TheeigenvectorsuiarecalculatedatthecenteroftheBrillouin
zone (kx = 0) and are therefore periodic functions with the same
periodicity λ as the unit cell. The scalar product between two
eigenvectors reduces to
Æuijujæ  
C
Mc
Z
Vc
FðrÞuiðrÞ3ujðrÞdV ð6Þ
with Mc and Vc being the mass and volume of the unit cell. One
thus obtains the normalized eigenvectors
ui ¼ Ai~ ui ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Mc
C
Z
Vc
F~ u2
i dV
v u u u t
~ ui ð7Þ
The initial displacement is then projected on the set of eigen-
vectors {ui}
juðt0Þæ ¼ ∑
i
Æuijuðt0Þæjuiæ ð8Þ
The absolute value of the dimensionless projection coeﬃcient
ci   Æui|u(t0)æ outlines to what extent the phononic crystal’s
eigenmode ui contributes to the impulsively excited displace-
ment u(t0).
Two resonances stand out in the plot of |ci| versus eigenmode
frequency νi shown in Figure 4a. |ci| is not reported for the
calculated frequencies covering the spectral window between
the two resonances, because the curve is featureless and with
negligible values as compared to the resonances. The evaluation
of the SAW-likeness coeﬃcient α(ν) for the resonating eigen-
modes,
6 together with the analysis of their displacement proﬁles
(inset of Figure 4a), allow addressing them respectively as the
ﬁrst harmonic (1H), at ν1H = 6.00 GHz, and the second
harmonic(2H),atν2H=11.88GHz,cosine-likepseudo-SAWs.
24
The SAW-likeness coeﬃcient evidences the diﬀerent surface
energycontentofthecalculatedeigenmodesandidentiﬁeswhich
modeshavemechanicalenergylocalizedprimarilywithinadepth
λ.
6 A remarkable feature in the plot of |ci| is the peculiar
asymmetriclineshapeoftheresonances,evokingFano’sproﬁles.
A Fano proﬁle is usually interpreted as the ﬁngerprint of a
conﬁguration interaction (interference mixing) between a dis-
creteandacontinuumofstates.
25Withinthispicture,thepresent
line shapes might well be the signature of the interference
between the discrete phononic crystal’s pseudosurface wave
eigenmodes and the continuum of bulk modes. This evidence
suggests ﬁtting the resonances with the function
fðνÞ¼K0 þ K1FðνÞð 9Þ
Figure 4. 1D surface phononic crystal. (a) Projection |ci| of the initial
thermal expansion displacement on the symmetric eigenmodes of the
composite system (red circles). The calculated curves are ﬁtted with the
function reported ineq 9(blueline). Insets: absolutetotal displacement
ﬁelds of the eigenvectors corresponding to the ﬁrst (1H) and second
(2H) harmonics pseudo-SAWs are reported within a depth of 1.2 μm.
Wepointoutthatthesedisplacementvaluesneedtobemultipliedby|ci|
inordertoevaluatethepseudo-SAWcontributiontou(t0).(b)Normal-
ized relative variation of the diﬀracted signal measured in the transient
EUV diﬀraction experiment (black line). The pseudo-SAW frequencies
from FFT of the signal are reported in the inset. The curve based on
eq 16 is also reported (red line). The quantities ν1H, ν2H, τ1H, τ2H, q1H,
andq2Hareﬁxedtothevaluescalculatedtheoreticallyintheprojections,
as reported in Table 2, whereas the coeﬃcients B1, B2, and τth are left as
free parameters (see text).4130 dx.doi.org/10.1021/nl201863n |Nano Lett. 2011, 11, 4126–4133
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with the Fano function F(ν) being deﬁned as
FðνÞ¼
2
q2Γν
ðν  ν0Þþq
Γν
2
   2
ðν  ν0Þ
2 þ
Γν
2
   2 ð10Þ
The proﬁle index q carries information on the conﬁguration
interaction, while Γν is the line broadening parameter; ν0 and
K0aretheﬁthorizontalandverticaloﬀsetsrespectively,andK1is
a dimensionless scaling factor. In order to clarify the meaning
of the proﬁle index, we recall that in the limit of |q| f ∞, the
aboveequationdescribesasymmetricLorentzianlineshapewith
broadening Γν,
26 whereas for q = 0 a symmetric antiresonance
sets in. The pseudo-SAW frequencies ν1H and ν2H, line broad-
enings Γ1H and Γ2H, and asymmetry parameters q1H and q2H,a s
obtained from the ﬁt for 1D-SPC, are listed in Table 2. The
lifetimes τ1H and τ2H are calculated from τ =1 / πΓν, as will
become evident from eq 16. The shorter lifetime of the 2H
pseudo-SAW correctly reﬂects its highly damped dynamics due
to a tighter surface spatial conﬁnement with respect to 1H
pseudo-SAW, as shown in the insets of Figure 4a. The |q| values
are consistent with asymmetric line shapes dissimilar from a
Lorentzian. On the basis of the quality of the ﬁtting results,
picturedascontinuouslinesinFigure4a,aFanolineshapeisthus
ascribed to both the 1H and 2H pseudo-SAW resonances.
We now link the time-dependent traces ΔI1d/I1d expected in
TRDexperimentstothetheorydevelopedsofar.Thechangesin
ΔI1d/I1d are due to the modulation of the diﬀraction eﬃciency
through modulation of the stripes’ height h and width d. This
modulation is caused by the excited modes having a strong
surface displacement component. These modes are the ones
identiﬁed by the resonances in the projection coeﬃcient. In the
literature, the experimental traces are usually rationalized within
the following formula
5,13,16
ΔI1d
I1d
ðtÞ¼y0 þ Aeð ðt   t0Þ=τthÞ
  B1eð ðt   t0Þ=τ1HÞ cosð2πν1Hðt   t0ÞÞ
  B2eð ðt   t0Þ=τ2HÞ cosð2πν2Hðt   t0ÞÞ ð11Þ
where the single exponential term accounts for the average
stripes’ height and width decay after expansion due to thermal
ﬂux from the stripes into the substrate. The damped oscillations
mimic the pseudo-SAW modes surface displacement and ac-
count for energy dissipated into the bulk. Let us focus on the
ﬁrst damped oscillating term. We interpret it as arising from a
Lorentzian resonance in the angular frequency domain
lim
γ f 0
Z þ∞
 ∞
LðωÞe γωeiωðt   t0Þdω þ c:c: ð12Þ
where
LðωÞ¼
Γω
2
  
ðω   ω1HÞ
2 þ
Γω
2
   2 ð13Þ
and τ1H =2 / Γω. Equation 12 represents a shifted Fourier
transforminwhichthedecayingexponentialhasbeenintroduced
tograntconvergenceoftheintegralwhenperformedinthecom-
plex plane. We now substitute the Lorentzian line shape with a
Fano into eq 12
FðωÞ¼
2
q2Γω
ðω   ω1HÞþ
qΓω
2
      2
ðω   ω1HÞ
2 þ
Γω
2
   2 ð14Þ
thus obtaining in the time domain
eð ðt   t0Þ=τ1HÞ 1  
1
q2
1H
 !
cosð2πν1Hðt   t0ÞÞ  
2
q
sinð2πν1Hðt   t0ÞÞ
"#
ð15Þ
with τ1H =1 / πΓν. The time-dependent trace thus reads
ΔI1d
I1d
ðtÞ¼y0 þ Aeð ðt   t0Þ=τthÞ
 B1eð ðt   t0Þ=τ1HÞ
"
1  
1
q2
1H
 !
cosð2πν1Hðt   t0ÞÞ
 
2
q1H
sinð2πν1Hðt   t0ÞÞ
#
 B2eð ðt   t0Þ=τ2HÞ
"
1  
1
q2
2H
 !
 cosð2πν2Hðt   t0ÞÞ  
2
q2H
sinð2πν2Hðt   t0ÞÞ
#
ð16Þ
Equation12 withF(ω)substitutedforL(ω)isinterpreted as the
time evolution of a quasi-stationary state centered at ω1H (ω2H)
and having line shape |c1H(ν)| (|c2H(ν)|). The link between
lifetime of a quasi-stationary state and its resonance width is
automatically provided by the Fourier transform of the Fano
line shape.
We stress that eq 11 is adopted in the literature as a ﬁtting
function arising from an heuristic classical oscillator model. The
pseudo-SAW frequencies and lifetimes are extracted from the
experimental data, with no a priori prediction being provided.
Within the present model, eq 11 ﬁnds a formal justiﬁcation in
the case of a projection coeﬃcient with symmetric line shape
(|q|f∞).Equation16anditsparticularcaseeq11arebasedon
a ﬁrm theoretical background relying on the concept of projec-
tion coeﬃcients, and all the parameters entering the oscillating
terms are calculated ab initio with exception for the B1 and B2
coeﬃcients.
Benchmark on 1D-SPC. We benchmark our theoretical
findings against time-resolved EUV diffraction experiments per-
formed on an actual 1D-SPC displayed in Figure 2a. The SPC
Table 2. Frequency ν, Lifetime τ, and Fano Proﬁle Index q of
Pseudosurface Acoustic Wave Resonances Optically Excited
in 1D-SPC
a
1D-SPC ν (GHz) τ (ns) q
1H 6.00( 0.01 9.16(0.33  11.0( 2.5
2H 11.88(0.01 2.44(0.09  11.5(1.5
aThe data are evaluated from the Fano line shape ﬁt, based on eq 9, of
the theoretically calculated pseudo-SAW resonances and displayed in
the projection plot of Figure 4a (blue lines).4131 dx.doi.org/10.1021/nl201863n |Nano Lett. 2011, 11, 4126–4133
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wasmadebystandarde-beamlithographyandlift-offtechniques.
The parameters used in the experiments are the same as those
adopted for the calculations on 1D-SPC.
The measured relative variation of the diﬀracted signal in the
time-domain,ΔI1d/I1d(t),isdisplayedasablacklineinFigure4b.
Asexpected,twodynamicsarepresentintheexperimentaldata:a
damped oscillating component is superimposed on an exponen-
tial decay. The model (red line in Figure 4b) is compared with
the experimental time-resolved trace ﬁxing in eq 16 the oscilla-
tion frequencies, lifetimes, and asymmetry parameters to the
calculated theoretical values reported in Table 2 and leaving as
free ﬁt parameters only the amplitudes B1, B2, and the coeﬃcient
τth. A frequency uncertainty of 0.2 GHz was allowed to account
for the experimental frequency resolution (in the present case,
the pump probe time delay spans a window of 5 ns). The
variable τth has been taken as a ﬁtting parameter because of
theuncertaintyforthevalueoftheKapitzaresistivitybetweenthe
Ni stripes and the sapphire substrate. The ﬁt outcome gives a
τth = 656 ( 42 ps. An estimate based on an isothermal stripe in
contactwithasubstrate,servingasathermalreservoiratconstant
temperature, gives a Kapitza resistivity Fth ∼8   10
 9 m
2K/W.
This value is compatible with thermal resistivity values expected
for similar metal/dielectric interfaces.
17,27 The good matching
between the theoretical curve (red) and the experimental trace
(black) in Figure 4b validates the developed theoretical frame-
work and the correctness of the calculated values.
A few remarks can be made. First, despite the fact that the
resonances in the projection coeﬃcients are clearly asymmetric,
anasymmetry value|q|J10 ispracticallysimilartoaLorentzian
when comparing the theoretical curve to the experimental time-
resolved trace here reported. This is due to the way q enters
eq 16. Nevertheless, the formula based on the Fano function
gives drastically diﬀerent results for |q| ∼ 5 or less, this being the
case for SPCs with higher pseudo-SAW/bulk modes coupling.
Second,wenotethattwoelasticresonancesmighthavethesame
projectioncoeﬃcientbutcontributewithdiﬀerentweightstothe
diﬀracted ΔI1d/I1d signal. For instance, in the 1D-SPC the ﬁt
parameter B1 ∼ 2.5B2. This points to the fact that the ﬁrst
harmonic contribution to the diﬀracted signal is more important
compared to the second harmonic, despite the higher elastic
energy content in the 2H resonance (see Figure 4a). While
interesting, linking the values of the projection coeﬃcients invol-
vingthe1Hand2Hpseudo-SAWs’elasticdisplacementproﬁlesto
theprecisevalueoftherelativediﬀractedelectromagneticintensity
variation is not within the scope of the present paper.
Extension to 2D-SPC. The question arises whether the
present findings are peculiar to the specific dimensionality
and/or to the materials choice. To this end, the thermomecha-
nical time-dependent model is extended to a 2D-SPC geometry
consisting of an array of periodic aluminum nanodisks deposited
on a silicon substrate. The nanodisks have diameter d = 350 nm,
height h = 45 nm, and square array periodicity λ =1μm, thus
giving a filling fraction f ∼ 0.1, as seen in Figure 5a. The calcula-
tion is carried out assuming laser’s parameters quite different
from thepreviouscase. Ultrafast near-infrared(NIR)laser probe
pulses are employed in this TRD experiment instead of EUV.
The apparatus is based on a Ti/sapphire oscillator with 120 fs
pulse duration, 800 nm central wavelength, and frep = 1 MHz.
Thepumppulseenergyis1nJ,andhasaspotsizedpump=55μm
at fwhm.
The theory follows that outlined for the 1D case with the
diﬀerences being in the simulation cell geometry and in the
computational complexity involved. The simulation cell is re-
ported in Figure 5b with Bloch periodic boundary conditions set
on the sides to reproduce the entire phononic crystal. In the
present case, the height of the silicon cell is reduced to 80 μm, a
value chosen to deal with the higher numerical complexity of
ﬁnite element analysis in 3D, while matching the requirement
on the density of eigenstates for the 2D-SPC simulation.
6 The
eﬀective material properties for the Si substrate and Al disks are
listed in Table 1. From the laser’s parameters and the materials’
thermal properties, we calculated that within t0 = 2 ps the tem-
perature of the metallic nanodisks is homogeneously increased
by δT ∼ 4 K with respect to the portion of the Si slab a few
micrometersbeneaththenanostructure/substrateinterface.This
value is ∼15 times less than for 1D-SPC because of the lower
pumppulseenergy.Still,thetemperaturemismatchδTtriggersa
nonequilibrium expansion of the nanostructures, evaluated as
δx/x ∼ 10
 5 with x referring to both the nanodisk’s diameter d
and height h. The symmetric total displacement proﬁle of the
expanded nanodisk, u(r, t0) is reported in Figure 5(c).
The projection coeﬃcients |ci| are obtained from eq 5, the
eigenvalues ui being calculated for the present geometry. The
fundamental pseudo-SAW at the frequency ν1H = 5.23 GHz and
the signature of the 2H component at ν2H = 10.43 GHz are
identiﬁed as the main contributions to the total displacement.
Also for the 2D case the resonances have a clear Fano line shape
(see Figure 6a). Making use of eq 9 to ﬁt the theoretical 1H and
2H pseudo-SAW proﬁles, we also evaluate their lifetimes and
asymmetryparameters.TheresultsarelistedinTable3.Similarly
to the 1D-SPC case, the wider Γν broadening, and consequently
short lifetime of the 2H component, are in agreement with
the stronger surface conﬁnement of higher harmonics and their
greater mechanical damping due to elastic energy radiation to
Figure 5. SEM image and simulation cell geometry of the 2D surface
phononic crystal. (a) Elastic isotropic aluminum nanodisks of diameter
d = 350 nm and height h = 45 nm are deposited on a crystalline silicon
substrate. The grating has period λ =1μm. (b) The height of the
simulation cell is 80 μm (only the top 2 μm portion is shown in the
ﬁgure). (c) Total initial displacement proﬁle of the expanded nanodisk
calculated from the system’s thermal proﬁle at t0 = 2 ps.4132 dx.doi.org/10.1021/nl201863n |Nano Lett. 2011, 11, 4126–4133
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bulkmodes.Additionalfrequency componentsat 7.51 and11.53
GHz (not reported in Figure 6a) enter the 2D projection as
secondary (i.e., smaller amplitude) contributing terms to the
impulsive expansion of the nanodisks. With a SAW-likeness
coeﬃcient
6 on the order of 0.1 (higher than the usual ∼0.01
featuring bulk modes, but far from the 0.6 value found here for
pseudosurface modes) these additional components cannot
compare with pseudosurface acoustic waves. Moreover, in the
limit of ﬁlling fraction f f 0 their bulklike displacement proﬁle
evolves to a pure bulk mode of the silicon slab. We thus classify
them as bulk modes with a non-negligible surface component.
We benchmark our theoretical ﬁndings against time-resolved
NIR diﬀraction experiments performed on the actual 2D-SPC
displayed in Figure 5a. The SPC was made by standard e-beam
lithography and lift-oﬀ techniques. The parameters used in the
experimentsarethesameasthoseadoptedforthecalculationson
2D-SPC. The measured relative variation of the diﬀracted signal
in the time-domain, ΔI1d/I1d(t), is shown in Figure 6b, together
withthetheoreticalcurvebasedoneq16.IntheFFTspectrumof
the measured signal, two secondary peaks emerge as ﬁngerprints
of bulk modes with non-negligible surface component. The
model (red line in Figure 6b) is compared with the experimental
time-resolved trace ﬁxing in eq 16 the oscillation frequencies,
lifetimes,andasymmetryparameterstothecalculatedtheoretical
values reported inTable3, and leaving as free ﬁtparametersonly
the amplitudes B1, B2, and the coeﬃcient τth. Also in the present
case, the ﬁt outcome gives τth and Fth consistent with the values
obtained for similar metal/silicon interfaces.
27 The matching
between the theoretical curve and the experimental trace is
excellent, conﬁrming the validity of our model in describing
the thermomechanics of SPC also in the 2D case.
The results give credence to this theoretical tool in demon-
strating that pseudo-SAWs, as collective modes mainly conﬁned
on the surface of the SPC, are the main contribution to the
dynamics following impulsive heating of periodic metallic na-
nostructures, and that the lifetime of these modes can be
evaluated from ﬁrst principles.
Spectral Analysis versus SAW-likeness. We now compare
the information content carried by the SAW-likeness coefficient
α(ν) versus the projection |c(ν)|. The resonances in α(ν)
identify which eigenmodes, if excited, are less subject to be
scattered into bulk modes, but they give no information whatso-
ever on the acoustic eigenmodes that are actually excited in a
time-resolved pump probe experiment on SPCs. This informa-
tionisprovidedbytheresonancesarisingin|c(ν)|.Furthermore,
the resonance width Γν allows quantitative access to the pseudo-
SAWlifetimeτonlyinthecaseof|c(ν)|.Infact,α(ν)isevaluated
on the basis of the solution to the eigenvalue problem described
in eq 2, thus providing a static description. The projection |c(ν)|
contains information on both the eigenvalue problem and the
initial condition, thus providing a dynamic description.
To make this point clear let us consider a practical case. In the
nice work by Sadhu et al.
14 the modes excited in a time-resolved
experiment on a SPC are calculated based on the resonances in
α(ν). Among the excited solutions in small ﬁlling fraction
samples (f ∈ [0.10; 0.25]), the authors claim a sine-like eigen-
mode in the displacement proﬁle. This odd symmetry solution,
althoughbeingapseudo-SAW,cannotbeexcited,andgivesanull
value for |c(ν)|; the reason for this is that the initial radial
displacementhasevensymmetry.Furthermore,ifoneistempted
to evaluate the pseudo-SAW lifetime from the fwhm of the
resonance in the α(ν) plot, instead of |c(ν)|, in the case of the
1D-SPC investigated here he would get a 1H pseudo-SAW
lifetime of 17.95 ( 0.07 ns and of 4.11 ( 0.47 ns for the 2H.
These values contradict those measured experimentally. On the
other hand the lifetimes calculated from the projection coeﬃ-
cient |c(ν)| match the experimental values very well.
The present model can be straightforwardly extended to
predict the dynamics and lifetimes of impulsively excited pseu-
do-SAWsinSPCsotherthanatthecenterofthesurfaceBrillouin
zone. Such long-living pseudo-SAW modes have been recently
demonstrated in SPCs exploiting a transient grating excitation
scheme
28,29 and foster great practical interest because of their
extended lifetime.
Table 3. Frequency ν, Lifetime τ, and Fano Proﬁle Index q of
Pseudosurface Acoustic Wave Resonances Optically Excited
in 2D-SPC
a
2D-SPC ν (GHz) τ (ns) q
1H 5.23( 0.01 5.56(0.18  11.0( 1.5
2H 10.43(0.02 0.67(0.04  25.5(6.5
aThe data are evaluated from the Fano line shape ﬁt, based on eq 9, of
the theoretically calculated pseudo-SAW resonances and displayed in
the projection plot of Figure 6a (blue lines).
Figure 6. The 2D surface phononic crystal. (a) Projection |ci| of the
initial thermalexpansion displacement onthe symmetriceigenmodes of
the composite system (red circles). The calculated curves are ﬁt by the
function reportedin eq6 (blueline). Insets:absolute totaldisplacement
ﬁelds (slice) of the eigenvectors corresponding to the ﬁrst (1H) and
second (2H) harmonic pseudo-SAWs are reported within a depth of
2μm.Wepointoutthatthesedisplacementvaluesneedtobemultiplied
by |ci| in order to evaluate the pseudo-SAW contribution to u(t0).
(b)Normalizedrelativevariationofthediﬀractedsignalmeasuredinthe
transient NIR diﬀraction experiment (black line). The pseudo-SAW
frequenciesfromFFTofthesignalarereportedintheinset(solidlines).
The curve based on eq 16 is also shown (red line).4133 dx.doi.org/10.1021/nl201863n |Nano Lett. 2011, 11, 4126–4133
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Conclusions and Perspectives. In conclusion, we have
performed an ab initio analysis of the dynamics following
ultrafast optical excitation of hypersonic surface phononic crys-
tals. A scheme is introduced to quantitatively access frequencies
and lifetimes of the composite system’s excited eigenmodes. By
modeling the thermomechanics of 1D and 2D-SPCs from first
principles, we calculated the initial heat-driven impulsive dis-
placement of the structure. By spectrally decomposing the res-
ponse,it ispossible toidentify eigenmodesFano resonances that
results from the coupling between surface and bulk acoustic
modes. Most prominently pseudo-SAW excitation can clearly be
identified, and their lifetimes calculated. The theory has been
successfully tested against time-resolved optical diffraction mea-
surements performed on both 1D and 2D surface phononic
crystals over a wide range of material combinations and probing
wavelengths.
The framework presented in this Letter is valuable in view of
the application of photoacoustic techniques in nondestructive
photoacoustic testing, metrology, and high-resolution acoustic
imaging of embedded nanostructures. From a fundamental
physics viewpoint, our ﬁndings expand the present knowledge
on impulsive excitation and scattering of SAWs in mesoscale
metamaterials, giving credence to our theoretical framework as a
tool to understand the thermomechanics of hypersonic SPCs.
Finally, the identiﬁcation of Fano resonances in these composite
systems highlights the physics shared in a large variety of
systems,
30 including plasmonic metamaterials
31 and photonic
crystals.
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